Name

Hamlet Process/Research ESSAY

100 points: Topic Development/Grammar, etc.
100 points: Works Cited sheet, citing sources, in text citations.

Pick ONE of the following questions:

A. After reading Hamlet, what is the balance between action and thought? What is Shakespeare telling the reader about the nature of action? How is intellect addressed in the play? How is action addressed in the play?

B. What is the role of women in Hamlet? What is Shakespeare telling readers about gender and gender roles? Does Shakespeare arrive at any conclusions about women?

1. You thesis statement should be STRONG and state the opinion you are defending!
2. TWO print sources (books, magazines) Hamlet, ONE on-line source.
3. Works cited will have minimum of 4 sources (all cited in the paper!)
4. Note due date! 4 pages (1000 words)